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Paris Babylon: The Story of the Paris Commune [Rupert Christiansen] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Explaining how and why the revolutionary conflagration occurred, the Franco-Prussian War, and life in
1869 in Paris--a city obsessed with sex and money--an examination of the Paris Commune draws on various
sources to evoke dramatic episodes of history.
I should note that the edition that I read was subtitled 'Grandeur, Decadence, and Revolution 1869-1875', which
is more accurate, as well as more exciting, than 'The Story of the Paris Commune'. This book is an involving,
exciting, and wittily narrated history of the fall of France's Second Empire, the siege of Paris, and the Commune.
Paris Babylon: The Story of the Paris Commune [Rupert Christiansen] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Between 1869 and 1875, Paris was known to the world as the new Babylon. A city obsessed with sex and
money and ruled by the ailing tyrant Louis Napoleon and his ruthless wife Eugenie
Paris Babylon The Story of the Paris Commune As Christiansen illustrates with marvelous immediacy the
carnival facade of the Second Empire presided over by the aging libertine Louis Napoleon and his unpopular
fashion plate of a wife the Empre Title: Paris Babylon: The Story of the Paris Commune; Author: Rupert
Christiansen
An engrossing account of Paris under Napoleon III, from the palaces and opera houses to the barricades and
cafâ€šs Christiansen (Romantic Affinities, 1988) has crafted a sensitive portrait of Paris, seen by many as a
modern Babylon of sex and sin, and by others as a contemporary Jerusalem alive with a spirit of innovation.
PARIS BABYLON: The Story of the Paris Commune User Review - Kirkus An engrossing account of Paris
under Napoleon III, from the palaces and opera houses to the barricades and cafÇs.
Paris Babylon : the story of the Paris Commune. [Rupert Christiansen] -- As Christiansen illustrates with
marvelous immediacy, the carnival facade of the Second Empire, presided over by the aging libertine Louis
Napoleon and his unpopular fashion plate of a wife, the ...
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